
Any-to-any video 
conferencing

Skype for Business to 
anything

Video and UCC provided by 
IT

Smart Video Meeting is 

a:

• 100% software - always up to 

date

• Easy to use – easy to 

embrace. It allows users to 

simply continue working the 

way they always have. They 

do not require a new client, 

endpoint or software – they 

simply continue to use the 

tools they are accustomed to.

• Cost-efficient video for 

everyone. 

Smart Video Meeting  based on Pexip solution is a 

distributed software-based transcoding and interoperability 

engine, MCU, gateway, device registrar, call control, and 

much more in one single platform. Pexip Infinity allows 

Skype for Business users to meet with others over video 

regardless of they use–traditional videoconferencing and 

even plug-in free with web browsers. Everyone will enjoy 

wideband audio, high definition video and cross-platform 

presentation sharing. Works seamlessly with Skype for 

Business, Skype for Business Online (Office 365) and with 

Microsoft Teams
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Smart Video Meeting with Pexip

enables the legacy video 

conferencing systems to connect to 

Microsoft Skype for Business, web 

browsers, tablets and smartphones, 

audio conferences, and much more. 

Pexip Infinity brings every video 

conferencing system together in 

seamless unity.

Pexip Infinity allows Skype for 

Business users to meet with 

others over video regardless of they 

use–traditional videoconferencing 

and even plug-in free with web 

browsers. Everyone will enjoy 

wideband audio, high definition

video and cross-platform 

presentation sharing.

Customer can deploy SVM & Pexip

just like any other enterprise 

software - in the own datacenter, in 

a private cloud or in a public cloud. 

It can also be deployed in a hybrid 

fashion – partly on premises, partly 

in the cloud.

Smart Video Meeting
Provides customer organization with video 

collaboration that works in Azure across virtually any 

existing video solution. Combine SIP/H323 video 

with Skype for Business, web conferencing, phone, 

mobile devices, and much more.
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Smart Video Meeting 

offers:

▪ interoperability platform that 

enables Microsoft Skype for 

Business, Office 365, Teams and 

Surface Hub solutions to work with 

virtually any other audio and 

videoconferencing solution.

▪ Runs in your local datacenter, or in 

a public, private, or hybrid cloud 

environment

▪ Deploy in Azure

Smart Video Meeting address 

companies having the 

following requirements:

▪ Multi faced Video environment 

with SIP / H323 endpoint

▪ Full cloud interoperability 

videoconferencing solution

▪ solves fundamental enterprise 

communications challenges. It 

infact enables organizations to 

improve collaboration efforts, 

move faster, and be more 

efficient in everyday work.

Smart Video Meeting allows customers to take 

advantage of the Azure cloud, with a secure 

interoperability video solution.

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes

• Customers can benefit of a smart video interoperability solution inclusive of technology professional services, and support.

• Customer can benefit of the Cloud experience with the same security, functionality, and reliability of on-premises managed 

solutions
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Why fabbricadigitale

Founded in 2000 with the purpose to realize an ICT company far away from the traditional technological poles, the brand 

fabbricadigitale is composed of two words: “fabbrica” It means the strong inclination to industrialize the productive process 

of software and technological platforms. “digitale” It is the core, it is exactly what makes us flexible and nimble.

Growth and evolution allow us to design and realize products for Unified Communications, thanks to that fabbricadigitale is 

now a referral technological partner for ICT and TelCos, representing the technological innovation in projects and solutions.
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